CAFS Systems

Compressed Air Foam Systems are state of the art firefighting foam delivery systems. They can be costly and not all departments can afford to have them. The beauty of Novacool UEF is that you don’t need a CAFS unit to use the most effective foam on the market. But, if you already have a CAFS unit, Novacool will make it even more effective than whatever product you are already using. The Novacool advantage just keeps getting stronger...

Novacool UEF is used on Class A, B, D and K fires. Combining the amazing extinguishing power with your CAFS unit means unparalleled effectiveness in combatting fire. A “single solution foam”, you no longer have to stock several types of foam for each different class of fire. Fire Departments across the country are reporting almost unbelievable results since making the switch to Novacool.

Novacool, certified to NFPA 18, will not void the warranty on your CAFS unit or other foam producing equipment. As a wetting agent UL certified as a firefighting foam, there are no harmful ingredients that can cause excessive wear or clog your equipment. Departments report that cleanup of their equipment is a breeze - saving man hours in additional clean-up costs - yet another cost saving feature of Novacool UEF.